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The importance of agriculture and its potential for African

development is widely acknowledged. African economies’ are mainly

based on agriculture, which is at least twice as effective in reducing

poverty as growth generated by other sectors.

African countries can learn from China’s agricultural development

process, recognizing that the local context is very different from

China’s. However, there are some important universal lessons for

African policymakers.

Many external support programs have not been well integrated with

the African smallholder agricultural system; African countries have

not developed the capacity to provide the necessary support services for

smallholders.

Africa should identify and make adjustments to China’s experience in

order to adapt to local and regional situations; just as China has done

throughout its long history. African nations need to make their own

agricultural plans and continue to develop the human and fiscal

resources to implement them.

The importance of agriculture and its potential for dev elopment in Sub-Saharan

Africa is widely  acknowledged. Africa is comprised of a majority  of ‘agriculture

based countries’, dependent on agriculture as a major component of their

dev elopment trajectories (29 per cent of GDP) and of the liv elihoods of the bulk

of its population (two thirds of the population in agriculture).   

For ‘agriculture based countries’, GDP growth generated in agriculture is at

least twice as effectiv e in reducing pov erty  as growth generated by  other

sectors, according to the World Bank. 

Confronted with the long-standing challenge of promoting economic growth and

reducing pov erty , many  Sub-Saharan African countries hav e dev eloped

agriculture-centered strategies to boost farm productiv ity  to driv e growth and

raise rural incomes. 

Within this context, the experiences and lessons of agriculture-led growth and

pov erty  reduction in China has naturally  attracted the attention of Sub-

Saharan Africa and the international community . African countries can take

lessons from China’s agricultural dev elopment process,  while making sure that

this learning is based on local context. 

One should be cautious in drawing on the experiences from China’s growth and

pov erty  reduction strategies more broadly , giv en the two v ery  different

contexts. China has been a unified country  despite its cultural div ersity  and

v ast territory , while Africa is a continent of 54 countries with div ersified social,

economic and env ironmental conditions.
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Agriculture in China and Africa has been dev eloped under different historical

and political, social and economic conditions, and there are therefore some

important univ ersal lessons that could be useful in determining the future of

some agricultural policies in African states.

In China, a consistent agriculture-centred dev elopment strategy  and staple food

crop-led agricultural dev elopment policy , honed through an incremental

learning process, significantly  shaped small holder agriculture. This is a lesson

in itself as it speaks to the need for consistency  of purpose and the trust required

to inv est in one’s own traditional sy stems.

Another lesson from China stems from the steady  transformation towards a

market sy stem ensured by  the prov ision of irrigation, improv ed seed, and

fertilizer and market facilities prov ided by  the state, which enabled small

holders to access the serv ices economically . In contrast, despite the consensus

reached on the v ital role of agricultural policy  in Africa, most countries hav e

not been able to dev elop their own consistent home-made strategy .

 Building a food-based agriculture takes time and must be accompanied by

comprehensiv e support sy stems to assist new appropriate technologies to

emerge. This includes re-inv esting in agricultural education, research institutes

and experiment stations as well as a modern extension serv ice.

 African perspectiv es on agricultural dev elopment hav e been largely

interrupted by  v arious external influences. As a result many  well-intentioned

support programs hav e not been well integrated with the African small holder

agricultural sy stem, and at the same time, African countries hav e not been able

to dev elop their own gov ernmental capacity  to prov ide the necessary  support

serv ices for smallholders.

 The smallholders hav e become a v ictim of marketisation and priv atisation.

China’s experience suggests that for the countries with a majority  of small

holdings, the dev elopment of agriculture requires consistent context based

strategies. With a dominant staple crop rural structure, agricultural

dev elopment can be staple crop-led. Abov e all, market reform should be gradual

so that smallholders will not be put into a ‘market trap’ under market reform.

China’s agricultural dev elopment experiences also suggests that the effect of

agricultural strategy  and policy  dev elopment depends on the state’s capacity  to

implement them on the one hand, and on the other hand, whether the policy  is

suitable for small holders and their social, economic and env ironmental

conditions.

China’s agricultural dev elopment policies hav e alway s focused on prov iding

incentiv es to sustain the land-sav ing growth path, while in most of African

countries, the constraints deriv ed from land tenure and on serv ice prov ision for

dev eloping either labour-sav ing or land-sav ing strategies hav e not been

eliminated or reduced.

Land tenure and lack of mechanization constrain relativ e land rich countries

from transforming small holdings to commercial farms. It also largely  accounts

for the low adoption of improv ed seeds.

 In other words, policy  issues cannot be considered simply  as technical problems

such that efficiency  problems can be solv ed by  technocratic solutions. Nor has it

been effectiv e in Africa to try  and produce more fav ourable agricultural

env ironments by  encouraging external interv entions led by  big objectiv es and

big business.

 The most important consideration is how to put the real needs of small holders

at the top of those big policies and plans. This is not to suggest that large scale

farming for cash crops and export materials should be stopped or stunted, but it

is clear that this single structural track in agriculture is insufficient to earn

inv estment capital for wider state dev elopment. It is also clear that food security

will not be solv ed this way  and thus rural pov erty  will persist.

 What might be learned from the China case is that both food-based sy stems and

large scale agriculture can exist side by  side and that many  mutual benefits can

be deriv ed from their co-existence. A shift in emphasis towards sustaining and

improv ing the food-based smallholder sy stems in Africa can be an inexpensiv e

complement to the on-going cash crop economies. A sy mbiosis that fits the

African reality  needs to be configured and strongly  maintained by  State policy

and programs.

 The state has a clear role to play . As in China, food sy stems are a public as well

as a priv ate good. Nev ertheless, Africa still should be v ery  cautious about what
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to learn from China’s successful experience in agricultural dev elopment. For

example, China’s long-standing food production-based agricultural policy  has

achiev ed national food security  and increased food exports while farmers’

incomes hav e grown at a slower rate.

China’s agricultural production sy stem has featured ‘high input – high output’

production patterns that hav e made an important contribution to food security ,

but many  hav e had irrev ersible impacts on the env ironment and natural

resources.

In a word, it is clear that Africa cannot copy  China’s experience be it from the

perspectiv e of a national strategy  or of small farm family  operations. With

div erse internal situations on the continent, in order to successfully  learn from

China’s experience in agricultural dev elopment, Africa should carefully  identify

and make adjustments to China’s experience in order to adapt to local and

regional situations; just as China has done throughout its long history .

Abov e all, African nations need to make their own agricultural plans and

continue to dev elop the human and fiscal resources to implement them.

This is an abridged v ersion of a paper with the same title by  Li Xiaoy un, Tang

Lixia, Xu Xiuli, Qi Gubo and Wang Haimin (201 2); China Agricultural

Univ ersity .
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From Poverty to Power by Duncan Green » Blog Archive » What can

Africa learn from China on Agricultural Development? says:

August 1 7 , 201 2 at 09:21

[...] fascinating South-South thinking from a blog and paper by  Li

Xiaoy un, Tang Lixia, Xu Xiuli, Qi Gubo and Wang Haimin of the China

Agricultural [...]
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Priyanthi Fernando says:
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So why  did I find the title of this blog disconcerting? ev en though the

message of the text is that “Africa cannot copy  China’s experience”. Well

firstly  because it confuses Africa, a continent of 50 plus countries with a

single country . Second because it makes no mention of local markets, and
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population densities, which are critical. And third, because it ignores the

role that China is play ing in Africa. The Economist ran some articles

about it sometime back http://www.economist.com/node/1 8586448 and

personal contacts with East African colleagues do seem to bear out the

fact that their presence is exploitativ e, worrisome for pastoralists etc etc
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P Baker says:

August 20, 201 2 at 1 4:1 2

I rather agree with Priy a’s sentiments.

You say : “African nations need to make their own agricultural plans and

continue to dev elop the human and fiscal resources to implement them.”

May be the real lesson for Africa is to emulate China’s one-party  top down

approach – no freedom of speech, no freedom of association, etc. etc. You

can really  get things done that way …

We dev eloped countries impose many  new rules on African farmers if

they  are going to supply  us with fresh v eg, coffee etc., but we don’t tell

China to clean up its act on clothing manufactures for instance. I wonder

why .
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Great post – I think the sentiments are right – despite some

generalisations about Africa.

It is really  important to get behind south-south learning and cooperation.

I had the pleasure of hearing Li Xiaoy un a few y ears ago, and what struck

me was the power of wanting to do dev elopment in alternativ e way s and

calling on other dev eloping countries to try  things differently . The great

story  about China’s growth and dev elopment isn’t about emulating the

China model. It’s about breaking the dependency  on a single model, and

working from what works best from the ground – and with a country ’s

own history  and trajectory . This has been the transformational lesson

since 2008: receiv ed wisdoms from the Bretton Woods institutions are not

the only  show in town.

Learning from China is also about China learning from other dev eloping

countries, too, so it’s a mutual learning model. China still has much to

learn, I’d say , not just much from German or British expertise, but also

from other parts of the dev eloping world.

So, ultimately , learning from the Chinese model raises questions about

knowledge and knowledge generation. Knowledge and ev idence on what

works shouldn’t just emanate and end with ev aluations in J-PAL or

Brookings Institution, but from ev ery  organization, and from ev ery  part

of the globe. The more dispersed, the better.
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When the Minister of Culture ate and laughed at the caricature body of

an African woman, she showed herself incompetent and incapable of

morally and ethically making choices and incapable of running the

department of cultural affairs in Sweden.

— Claudette Carr
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